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1. SPECTRAL APPROXIMATION THEORY
1.1. The Periodic Problem - Fourier Approximation
Consider the first order Sturm-Liouville (SL) problem
(1.1.1)
d
_¢=A¢(x), 0_<x<_2,_,
augmented by periodic boundary conditions
(1.1.2) ¢(0) = ¢(2_r).
It has an infinite sequence of eigenvalues, Ak = ik, with the corresponding eigenfunctions
¢_(x) = eik=. Thus, (A_ = ik, Ck = eik=) are the eigenpairs of the differentiation operator
a in L2[0, 27r), and they form a complete system in this space. This system is completeD=_
in the following sense. Let L2[0, 27r) be induced with the usual Euclidean inner product
(1.1.3) (I/)I(X), %/)2(X)) ---- /21_//l(X)_-_2(x)dx.
Note that Ck(x) are orthogonal with respect to this inner product, for
{ 0 j¢k,(1.1.4) (eik='e"=) = tle'k_ll_= 2_ = k.
Let w(x)eL2[O,27r) be associated with its spectral representation in this system, i.e., the
Fourier expansion --,
OO
(1.1.5) to(x) ,--, _ _(k)¢k(x), _(k)= !to,¢k)
,,=__ IlCkll2 ,
or equivalently,
oo i /_'_ tu(_)e -'k_.(1.1.6) to(x),-_ _ _(k)e 'k=, _(k)=_--_ :0
The truncated Fourier expansion
N
(1.1.7) SNto -- _2 _(k)e i_,
k=-N
denotes the spectral-Fourier projection of w(z) into lrN-the space of trigonometric polyno-
mials of degree _< N:
N
s_ = _(0) + _[_(k)e 'k"+ _(-k)e -'k-]
k=l
(i.l.S) N= _(0) + _[_(k) + _(-k)] cosk=+ i[_(k) - ,.t,(-k)]sink.,,,.
k=l
N
= _'hk cos k= + bksinkz;
k=O
here hk and bk are the usual Fourier coefficients given by
(1.1.9)
ak= _,(k)+ _,(-k) = -_fo'"
_- =(() cosk(d(,
i fo 2"bk = i[_b(k)- @(-k)] = _ w(_)sink_d_.
Since w - SNw is orthogonal to the 7rlv-space:
(i.i.i0) (w - SNw, e 'k=) = 2_-E,(k) - 2_fi.,(k) = 0, Ikl _< N,
it follows that for any pNETrN we have (see Figure 1)
(1.1.11) I1_- p_ll== I1_- s,_ll =+ IIS,_- p_ll=
Hence, ,.qNW solves the least-squares problem
Z//
Figure 1:
(1.1.12)
2
i.e., Suw is the best least-squares approximation to w. Moreover, (1.1.11) with pN = 0 yields
IIS_,_ll_= I1_11_- I1,,,,-&_ll _-<I1_,11'-
and by letting N ---+oo we arrive at Bessel's inequality
oo
(1.1.14) 2_-_ I_(k)l_= _ I,.Z,(k)l=ll¢,:ll_< I1_11_.
Remark: An immediate consequence of (1.1.14) is the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma, asserting
that
1 f02_Cv(k) = _ w(_)e-iktd_----+k--._O' for any weL2[0,27r).
The system {¢1, = eik=} is complete in the sense that for any w(:r.)eL2[O,2_r) we have
Parseval equality:
oo
(1.1.15) 2_r _ I_,(k)l:_ _ I_,(k)l:ll¢,,ll:= I1_11_,
k=-oo k=-oo
which in view of (1.1.13), is the same as
N
(1.1.16) lim IISN_= _ _'(k)e'_=- _'(=)11= 0.
N---*oo
-N
The last equality establishes the L 2 convergence of the spectral-Fourier projection, SNw(x),
to w(m), whose difference can be upper bounded by the following
Error Estimate:
I1_- &¢_ll' = I1_11=-IISN_II2= _ I+(k)1211¢_11_= 2_ _ I_(k)l=.
Ikl>U Ikl>N
We observe that the RHS tends to zero as a tail of a converging sequence, i.e.,
aT N
(1.1.17) f_ I_(=)- _
k=-N
d,(k)e'_12d= = 2r _ I_(k)l=--_ 0.
l_r--,ooIkl>N
The last equality tells us that the convergence rate depends on how fast the Fourier coeffi-
cients, _(k), decay to zero, and we shall quantify this in a more precise way below.
Remark (1.1.17) yields uniform a.e., convergence for subsequences; in fact one can show
(1.1.18) a.e. lim I_(=) - sN,_(=)I= 0, inf Nv+'
p--,¢: p Tp >1"
3
In fact, w(x) ----a.e. limN__oo SNw(:r,) for all weL2[O,2_r], but a.e. convergence may fail if w(.)
is only L 1[0, 2_r]-integrable. ' "
Yet, if we agree to assume sufficient smoothness, we find the convergence of spectral-
Fourier projection to be very rapid, both in the L _ and the pointwise sense. To this we
proceed as follows.
Define the Sobolev space H*[0, 2_r) consisting of 2_r-periodic functions which their first
s-derivatives are L_-integrable; set the inner product
(1.1.19) (wl, w2)H. = _-_ fo_'_DPwl(x)DPw2(x)dx.
p-'_O
The essential ingredient here is that the system {eik=} - which was already shown to be
complete in L2[0,2_r) = H°[0, 27r), is also a complete system in g*[0,27r) for any s >_ 0. For
orthogonality we have
(1.1.20)
(._,,_.e,j.),. = { _ jCk.
27r _0_ k2p j = k.
The Fourier expansion now reads
oo
(1.1.21) w(x),.. _ @o(k)e ik::
where the Fourier coefficients, _o(k), are given by
(1.1.22) ,i,.(k)= (_(x), e":),,.(e":, e":),.
We integrate by parts and use periodicity to obtain
(W(m),eik=)H, = ___o_O2'rDPw(:r,)Dpelk_'dx =
p=O JO
= _(-1),(-ik) _, ,_(_)e-'*ed¢
p=O
and together with (1.1.20) we recover the usual Fourier expansion we had before, namely
(1.1.23) 1 [2,_
,i,.(k)- a,(k)= _, j_:0_(_)e-'ked_.
The completion of {e 'k=} in H'[0,2_r) gives us the Parseval equality, compare (1.1.15)
IIw- SNwLI_,.= E I_.(k)t'lle'_g, . = E [l_(k)?. 2_E k2"]>_
Ikl>N ikl> N p=0
N 2p. 27r. __, 1_5(k)l 2 : _ N 2J'" [Iw- SNW]I 2.
p=o ]kl>N p=o
Since
(1.1.25)
1
$ 2
Constl(1 + N2) °12 <_ N 2p
2 •
< Consta(1 + N )_',
we conclude from (1.1.24), that for any w_H°[0,2vr) we have
I
(1.1.26) I[w- SNwN < Const°'N-- 7, weS°[O,2_r) •
Note that Consto = Constl • Ilw - SNWllH, _ O. This kind of estimate is usually refered
N---*oo
to by saying that the Fourier expansion has spectral accuracy, i.e., the error tends to zero
faster than any fixed power of N, and is restricted only by the global smoothness of w(x).
We note that as before, this kind of behavior is linked directly to the spectral decay of
the Fourier coefficients in this case. Indeed, by Cauchy-Schwartz inequality
(1.1.27)
I_(k)l = I_.(k)l < II_llH," Ilei_liH"< 1 II_lIH'
- Ilek_lI_. - (2_ E;=0 k_p)_
< Const •
(1 + Ikl_)_
In fact more is true. By Parseval equality
Ilwll_, = Z l_(k)l=lle'k=ll_'= 2_ E k=" I_(k)l=,
k=-oo k=-_, \p=0 /
and hence by the Reimann-Lebesgue lemma, the product (l+lk?)_l@(k)l is not only bounded
(as asserted in (1.1.27), but in fact it tends to zero,
(1 + Ikl")• ^_l_(k)l-m,0.
k--*oo
Thus, _(k) tends to zero faster than Ikl-° for all w(z)eH °. This yields spectral convergence,
for 1 1
Ilw- SNwll=-- 27r _ t_(k)l=___Const. _ (1 + Ikl=)° -<Const. N2,_ 1
tkl>N I/cl>N
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i.e., weget slightly lessthan (1.1.26),
1
_-----* 0 s_>l.I1_- s,,,-_ll< Const.No__ N--*oo
Moreover, there is a rapid convergence for derivatives as well. Indeed, if w(z)eH'[O, 2_r)
then for 0 < a < s we have
o"
Ilw- s_,.,,ll.l,-_= _ (2,,-_ k_")lW(k)l_
Ikl>,V p=o
_< Const. _ (1+ Ikl2Yl_(k)i2
Ikl>N
< Const. (1 + Ikl') • 12
(i + N2) o-.Iw(k) <Ikl>N
< Const. (2_ E;=o k2_)
N2)°_,, I_(k)l" ----Ikl>N (1 +
Hence
(1.1.28)
with Consto
< Const. I1_- s,,,,,.,ll_.
- N2(o__)
1
I1_- S_ll.- _<Const,"N,__, a _< s, weH'[0,2_r)
~ I1_- S_lI.. _ 0. Thus, for each derivative we "lose" one order in the
N---* oo
convergence rate.
As a corollary we also get uniform convergence of SNW(X) for Hl[0,27r)-functions w(z),
with the help of Sobolev-type estimate
(1.1.29) Maxo<=<2.1v(=)l < Const.llVllH,.
" 1 f_'_v(x)dx, and use Cauchy-(Proof: Write v(x) = g(Xo) + f2o v'(x)dx with g(x0) -
Schwartz to upper bound the two integrals on the right.)
Utilizing (1.1.20) with v(z) = w(x)- S_w(x) we find
Max0<=<2,lu(=)- SN_(=)I _< Const.llw- SN_IIH,
(1.1.30) 1
-< C°nst'N'-' N22' weH'[O,27r).
Corollary: Assume w(x)eHl[O,2_r). Then
(1.1.31) w(x)=
k_--oo
_(k)e%
In closing this section, we note that the spectral-Fourier projection, SNw(x), can be
rewritten in the form
(1.1.32a)
N 1 [2,r N
SNW(Z) = _ _(k)e'kx= _Tjt=oW(,f) _ e'k(=-'qd_' =
k=- N k=- N
f u,, DN(Z _)w(_)d_
----0
where
1 N
(1.1.32b) DN(X -- _) = _¥ y_ eik(_-_)=
k=-N
1 sin(N+ })(x-_)
271" sin (__.{)
Thus, the spectral projection is given by a convolution with the so-called Dirichlet kernel,
1 sin(N+½) x
(1.1.33) DN(X) = 2rr sin =_-
Now (1.1.23) reads
1
(1.1.34) Iw(z) - DN(Z) * w(z)l < Consto • N,_----7, Const, ,-., IlwllH,.
1.2. The Pseudospectral (Collocation) Approximation
We have seen that given the "moments"
1 f2. w(_)*-_k_d_, -N < k < N,
_(k) = _ =0
we can recover smooth functions w(x) within spectral accuracy. Now, suppose we are given
discrete data of w(x): specifically, assume w(z) is known at equidistant collocation points
(1.2.1) w_=w(z_), a_=v+vh, v=0,1,...,2N.
Without loss of generality we can assume that r-which measures a fixed shift from the origin,
satisfies
(1.2.2)
Given the equidistant values w,,,
trapezoidal rule 2
27F
O<rKh--_
- 2N+1
we can approximate the above "moments," _b(k), by the
h 2N+l 1 2N
(1.2.3) @(k) = -_ _:o-" "w_e-ik=" --- 2N + 1 _:Y]owve-i_=" "
Using @(k) instead of @(k) in (1.1.7), we consider now the pseudospectral approximation
(1.2.4)
N
k=-N
The error, w(z)- CNw(x), consists of two parts:
_(x) - ¢_(x) = E _(k)e *"+
Ikl>Jv
N,(k) - _(k)]_'*'.
Ikl_N
The first contribution on the right is the truncation error
(1.2.5) T_(,) = (I- sN)w(_) = G _(k), '_'.
Ikl>N
We have seen that it is spectrally small provided w(z) is sufficiently smooth. The second
contribution on the right is the aliasing error
(1.2.6) ANw(x) = _ [_5(k) - @(k)]e 'k*.
Ikl_<N
This is pure discretization error; to estimate its size we need the
1 of the first and respectively, the first and the last last terms.2_t and _" indicate summation with
Poisson's Summation Formula (Aliasing)
Assume w(x)eHl[0,2r). Then we have
oo
(1.2.7) _(k) = _ e'v(2N+l)'_v(k + p(2g + 1)).
p------oo
Proof: For w(z)eH _[0, 27r) we insert its Fourier expansion
(1.2.8) 5J(k) - 2N + 1 _ w(x")e-'k_v - 1 _'o (v(j)e'i_v e-'k_v"
,_=o 2N + 1 = i=-oo
Since w(z) is assumed to be in H 1, the summation on the right is absolutely convergent
(1.2.9)
and hence we can interchange the order of summation
1 oo 2N
(1.2.10) zb(k)- 2N + 1 _ @(j) _ ei(J-k)*v"
j=-oo v-=0
Straightforward calculation yields
1 2N
2N + 1 _ ei(J-k)(r+'_h) = ei(i-k)_ "
i,,= 0
1 2N
2N + 1 " _ eiO-k)"r_r =
v= 0
(1.2.11)
= ei(J-k) _ . __
ei(i-k)2_.(2N+1)_ 1
2N+1 =0 j-k-#0[mod2N+l]
I ei(J-k)r_r_"f- 1
2N+1
2N + l, j-k =p.(2Y + l).
and we end up with the asserted equality
fi 1 2N oo@(k) = @(J)" 2N + 1 E ei(i-k)xv = __,
]=-oo u=O p=-oo
_v(k + p(2N + 1))-e w'(2N+I)'.
We note that once w(x) is assumed to be smooth, it is completely determined (pointwise,
that is) by its Fourier coefficients @(k); so are its equidistant values wv - w(x,,) and so are
its discrete Fourier coefficients _b(k). The last formula shows that _(k) are determined in
terms of _(k), by folding back high modes on the lowest ones, due to the discrete resolution
of the moments of w(x): all modes = k[mod2N + 1] are aliased at the same place since they
are equal on the gridpoints
(1.2.12) ei(k+_2N+l)) x_" = elP(2N+I) r . elkz, ,.
9
Let us rewrite (1.2.7) in the form
@(k) = @(k) + E eid2N+l)'" @(k + p(2N + 1)).
pC0
Returning to the aliasing error in (1.26), we now have
(1.2.13) ANW(X)= k_l<NI_¢oe'V'(2N+l)"'@(k+p'(2N+l))]eik_"t _
We note that TNW(X) lies outside _rN while ANw(x) lies in _rN, hence by H'-orthogonality
][w(x)- CNW(Z)]]_, = _ (1 + Ik]2) s. ]'w(k)] 2 _ truncation
tkl>N
+ y_ (l+lkl2)'.l_e'_2N+l)'.@(k+p(2N+ 1))t2 _- aliasing.
Ikl<N re0
Both contributions involve only the high amplitudes - higher than N in absolute value; in
fact they involve precisely all of these high amplitudes. This leads us to aliasing estimate
(1 + Ikl=)'l_ e"(2N+l)"•6(k + p(2N + 1))12 _
lkl<_N p#o
(1.2.15)
_(1 + Ik + p(2N + 1)12)'1_(k+ p(2N + 1))12.
Ikf<N p#o
1+ IkP ]""MaXlkl<N _ 1 + Ik + _- (2N + 1)1_ <
p#o
IIT_,_(_)IIL.•_ [1
p#o
1
Hence, we conclude that for any s > _ we have
I+N 2
+ 4p 2N _
1
(1.2.16) IIANw(x)ItH • < Const,. ItT_(x)llH ,, • > 5.
Augmenting this with our previous estimates we end up with spectral accuracy as before,
namely
1 1
(1.2.17) IIw- ¢N_II,_ <__Const." N,_-----g,weH'[O,27r), s > a > -_.
We observe that CNW(X) is nothing but the trigonometric interpolant of w(x) at the equidis-
tant points x = z,:
N [ 1 2N ]¢_(_)1_:_.= _ 2N+ l EW(xv) e-'k_" e{k_"
k:-N v:O J
(1.2.18)
2N 1 N.
= E w(x_')'2N + 1 E eik("-_')h = w(x_,).
_,=0 k= - N
10
This shows that CN is in fact a _bseudospectral projection, which in the usual sin-cos formu-
lation reads
(1.2.19)
N
CNW = _ 'ak cos kx + bk sin kx
k=0
COS ]gX v
_ - 2N + 1 _2 _(_) sink_ "
v= 0
Thus, trigonometric interpolation provides us with an excellent vehicle to perform approxi-
mate discretizations with high (= spectral) accuracy, of differential and integral operations.
These can be easily carried out in the Fourier space where the exponents serve as eigenfunc-
tion. For example, suppose we are given the equidistant gridvalues, wv, of an underlying
smooth (i.e., also periodic!) function w(x), w(x)eH'[O,2_r). A second-order accurate discrete
derivative is provided by center differencing
dw "Wv+ 1 -- 'Wu_ 1
_(_ = _) = 2h + v(h2)
Note that the error in this case is, O(h 2) = w(a)(_)h 2, no matter how smooth w(x) is.
Similarly, fourth order approximation is given via Richardson procedure by
dw 8[w_+1- _-1] [_.+_- _.-2]
d-xx(x =x_) = i_h +O(h4)
The pseudospectral approximation gives us an alternative procedure: construct the trigono-
metric interpolant
N 1 2N
-- E wve-ikzv"(1.2.20) CNW(X) = _ _(k)e ikx, _b(k) 2N + 1 ,,=0
k=-N
Differentiate- in the Fourier space this amounts to simple multiplication since the exponen-
tials are eigenfunctions of differentiation,
d N(1.2.21) _bNw(x)= __, _(k)ike ikx,
k=- N
and we approximate
(1.2.22)
dw d
(z = x_) = -yT_bNw(z)[x=xv + spectrally small error.dz a_g
Indeed, by our estimates we have for w(x)eH'[O,2_r),s > 1,
(1.2.23) Max0<=<2,[d-_W(X ) - d-_¢NW(X)[ __ Const.[lw(x)-d/gw(x)[[
Const_
N$--2
11
which verifies the asserted spectral accuracy. Similar estimates are valid for higher deriva-
tives. To carry out the above recipe, one proceeds as follows: starting with the vector of
gridvalues, zb = (w0,--., W2N), one computes the discrete Fourier coefficients
1 2N
(1.2.24) @(k) - 2N + 1 _ w"e-'k="' -N <_ k <_ N,
I/=0
or, in matrix formulation
(1.2.2s)
tb(-N)
_(g)
=F
Wo
W2N
1
, Fk_, = _e-lkzv.
2N+1
then we differentiate
(1.2.26) ik (k),
or in matrix formulation
(v(-N) @(-N) -iN
(1.2.27) " ---* A : , A =
+(g) zb(g)
and finally, we return to the "physical" space, calculating
N
(1.2.28) Y_. ikCv(k)e ik=', v = 0,1,...,2N,
k=-N
iN
or in matrix formulation
(1.2.29)
 (x0)
= F" • (2N + 1)
The summary of these three steps is
-iNCv(-N)
igCv( N)
, (2N + I)C*k = e_v.
(1.2.30)
w'(=o)
w'(x2N)
=CO
"tOo
W2N
, CD --- (2N+ 1)F*AF,
where CD represents the discrete differentiation matrix, and similarly CD" for higher deriva-
tives.
Note: Since (2N + 1)F'F = I2jv+x (interpolation!) we apply CD" = (2N + 1)F*A'F. How
does this compare with finite differences and finite-element type differencing?
12
In periodic second-order differencing we have
0 1 ... 0 -1
-1 0 0
: ".. :
0 0 1
1 0 .... 1 0
fourth order differencing yields
1
FD4 =
12h
0 8 -1 .. • 1 -8
-8 0 1
1 "'.
: -1
-1 0 8
8 -1 ... 1 -8 0
In both cases the second and fourth order differencing takes place in the physical space.
The corresponding differencing matrices have finite bandwidth and this reflects the fact that
these differencing methods are local. Similarly, finite-element differencing,
iw' 4w, 1 ; Wv+ 1 -- Wv- 1
+ + = 2h
corresponds to a differencing matrix
FE4 =
1 1
-1
1
2h
0 1 ... 0 -1
-1 0 0
: ".. ;
0 0 1
1 0 .... 1 0
We still operate in physical space with O(N) operations (tridiagonal solver) and locality
is reflected by a very rapid (exponential decay) away from main diagonal. Nevertheless, if
we increase the periodic center differences stencil to its limit then we end up with global
pseudospectral differentiation
(1.2.31) eNw(x,) = 2A7+ 1 wve-lk=" elk=";
k= - N I.J=O
recall the Dirichlet kernel (1.1.33)
(1.2.32)
N e i(2N+l)= -- 1 sin(N + ½)x
E eikX = e -iNx =
e i= -- 1 sink=-N
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and its derivative,
N
(1.2.33) _ ike 'k*=
k=-N
1
d sin(N + _)x
x
dz sin _- sin 2
x 11 sin(N + _)z(N + }) cos(N + ½)x sin _- - 5cos
so that
N
(1.2.34) _ ike ik('-_')h- -
1(N + ½) cos[(N + _)(v- #)hi
k:-g sin(_ e-)
Hence (1.2.31),(1.2.34)give us
(1.2.35) d 2N 1 (-1) "-_' (-1) v-_*
w'(m,)-- ¢Nw(m,,)= _,=0E2sin(_X-_) "%'' [¢D]"_*= 2sin(_-_-)"
In this case CD is a full (2N + 1) x (2N + 1) matrix whose multiplication requires O(N 2)
operations; however, we can multiply CD[w] efficiently using its spectral representation from
(1.2.30),
eD = (2N + 1)F*AF.
Multiplication by F and F" can be carried out by FFT which requires only (.9(N log N)
operating and hence the total cost here is almost as good as standard "local" methods, and
in addition we maintain spectral accuracy.
We have seen how the pseudospectral differentiation works in the physical space. Next,
let's examine how the standard finite-difference/element differencing methods operate in
the Fourier space. Again, the essential ingredient is that exponentials play the role of
eigenfunctions for this type of differencing. To see this, consider for example the usual
second order center differencing, D2(h), for which we have
eikx_,+, __ e-lkxv-t isin(kh) elk_,l.=x,. '(1.2.36) ik_ _D2(h)e Ix=x_ = 2h h
The term _ is called the "symbol" of center differencing. By superposition we obtainh
for arbitrary grid function (represented here by its trigonometric interpolant)
N
(1.2.37) e'k 
k=-g
that
(1.2.38)
Wv+ 1 -- "Lgv_ 1
2h = D2(h)¢Nw =
N
@(k)D2(h)e'k*l_,=._
k=-N
Y]N isin(kh)h _(k)eikXl===v"
k=-N
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It is second-orderaccuratedifferencingsinceits symbol satisfies
(1.2.39) isin(kh) _ ik + O(kah2).
h
Note that for the low modes we have O(h 2) error (the less significant high modes are differ-
enced with (_9(1) error but their amplitudes tend rapidly to zero). Thus we have
(1.2.40)
D (h)¢ wll 2= N sin(kh) 12Y: Ik h Pl (k.)
k=-N
< Const.h 4 (1 + Ikl2)al_(k)l 2 <__Const.h 4- I[¢Nwll_,,
Ikl_<N
and this estimate should be compared with the usual
Idw(x,,)_ w_,+l - w,,-12h < Const.h 2 • Maxx w(a)(x) .
The main difference between these two estiamtes lies in the fact that (1.2.41) is local, i.e.,
we need the smoothness of w(x) only in the neighborhood of x = x_ and not in the whole
interval. The analogue localization in the Fourier space will be dealt later.
Similarly, we have for fourth order differencing the symbol
  eSkq
2h J = ik + O(kSh4).
In general, we have difference operators whose matrix representation, D, is of the form
(1.2.41) D= [djk] -N<j,k<N
and it is periodic and antisymmetric (here [l] = l[mod 2N + 1])
(1.2.42)
(i) periodicity dik = d[k-jl
(ii) antisymmetry dj_ = -dkj.
Matrices satisfying the periodicity property are called circulant, and they all can be diago-
nalized by the unitary Fourier matrix
(1.2.43) D = U'AU, U=(2N+I)_.F, U*U = hN+_.
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Indeed, with p - q = g we have
1
[U'DU]jk -
2N+l
N
etjZv" a -ik=qE . a[v_de
p,q=-N
1
2N+ 1
N
eiHr+(q+t)h]d[t]e -ik(r+qh)
l,q=- N
(1.2.44) 1
2N+1
N N
eijthd[t] • _ e -iCk-j)Cr+qh)
l,q=- N q=- N
eikthd[t] j = k,
l=- N
and using the antisymmetry we end up with symbols Ak
(1.2.45) A = diag()__N,..., AN),
N
Ak = 2i _ dt sin(kgh).
/=1
As an example, we obtain for the finite-element differencing system
(1.2.46)
z---_----'sinkh (_ q- leikhq-_ e-'kh)6 =
6i sin(kh)
: {k+ o(h').o
h 4+2cos(kh)
In general, the symbols are trigonometric polynomials or rational functions in the "dual
variable," kh, which has "exact" representation on the grid in terms of translation operator
(polynomials or rational functions), and accuracy is determined by the ability to approximate
the exact differentiation symbol ik forlk [ _ 1, see Figure 2.
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spectral symbols _k _-_ _k
finite-difference symbols _k _'_ i_
-N
I
N
Figure 2:
1.3. Spectral and Pseudospectral Approximations - Exponential Accuracy
We have seen that the spectral and the pseudospectral approximations enjoy what we
called "spectral accuracy" - that is, the convergence rate is restricted solely by the global
smoothness of the data. The statement about "infinite" order of accuracy for C °o functions
is an asymptotic statement. Here we show that in the analytic case the error decay rate is
in fact exponential.
To this end, assume that
oo
(1.3.1) _(z)= _ e(k)_":',
k_ - oo
[Ira z[ _< _/< r/o,
is 27r-periodic analytic in the strip -r/0 <Im z < U0. The error decay rate in both the
spectral and pseudospectral cases is determined by the decay rate of the Fourier coefficients
•b(k). Making the change of variables ( = e i" we have for
(1.3.2) v(() = w(z = +ie_0,
the power series expansion
(1.3.3)
co
v(¢'): _ _(k)( k
k_ R OO
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By the periodic analyticity of w(z) in the strip [Imz I < r/ < r/0 , v(() is found to be single-
valued analytic in the corresponding annulus
(1.3.4) e -'° < [r/[ < e"°,
whose Laurent expansion is given in (1.3.3):
(1.3.5) _(k) = i__v(¢)¢-(_+l)d¢, e-'0 <, < e_.
This yields exponential decay of the Fourier coefficients
(1.3.6) I_(k)l < M(r/)e -k', M(r/) = Maxlzm.l_<,l_o(z)l, 0 < r/< '1o.
We note that the inverse implication is also true; namely an exponential decay like (1.3.6)
implies the analyticity of w(z). Inserting this into (1.1.24) yields
II_-SNwll _ = 2_ _ I_(k)12<_
lkl>N
(1.3.7)
M2(r/) e-2N,
< 27r. M2(r/) • _ e -2_ = 27r_-
I/I>N
and similarily for the pseudospectral approximation
(1.3.8) IIw- ¢_11_ _< Const.e2M:(r/) 1"_ e-2N,1.
Note that in either case the exponential factor depends on the distance of the singularity
(lack of analyticity) from the real line. For higher derivatives we likewise obtain
e-2N_
(1.3.9) tlw- S,,_II_,_+ IIw- ¢,'_11_,o- C°nst'N2_" MS(r/)" e2n_ 1"
We can do even better, taking into account higher derivatives, e.g.,
(1.3.10)
so that with
(1.3.11)
we have
(1.3.12)
and hence
(1.3.13)
k_v(k) - 1 fl¢l=, dv k2_,i -d-(_)_- d¢,
M,(r/) = _2""_ Maxl_l=,,Iv(S)(¢)l,
j=O
kl_(k)l ___Ul(r/)e-_',
e-2Nrl
II_ - s,,_ll_o + lifo- ¢,¢_11_,.-< Const.M_(r/) e--_n -- _.
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1.4. The Non-Periodic Problem - Chebyshev Approximation
We start by considering the second order SL problem
d 2d
(1.4.1) -I_/Y-:-_-_(_/Y:-_-_¢) = At(x),
This is a special case of the general SL problem
(1.4.2) L¢ - p(x) + ..--7___q(x)C(x)
--l<x<l.
= _¢(_), p,q,_ >_0.
Noting the Green identity
(1.4.3) (L¢,¢),,(x)= -(p¢')'¢+q¢¢=p(x)[¢,¢]lb_,+(¢,L,),,(x), [¢,¢]--¢¢'--¢¢',
we find that L is formally self-adjoint provided certain auxiliary conditions are satisfied. In
the nonsingular case where p(a). p(b) ¢ 0, we augment (1.4.2) with homogeneous boundary
conditions,
(1.4.4) ¢(a) = ¢(_) = 0, ¢(b)= ¢(b)= 0.
Then L is self-adjoint in this case with a complete eigensystem
w(x)eL,,(x)[a, b] has the "generalized" Fourier expansion
OO
(1.4.5) w(x) _ __, @(k)¢k(x), _(k) = (w(x),'Ck(x)),.,
(Ak, _bk(x)): each
with Fourier coei_cients
1 rb
(1.4.6) +(k)- 11¢_ll5Jo w(_)C_(_)_(_)d_.
The decay rate of the coefficients is algebraic: indeed
_(k) = ,,,-,,_. (L¢_,_)_=
(1.4.7) = _. _-_(p(x). [¢j:, w][_ + (¢k, Lw)_)
1
j=O
1
The asymptotic behavior of the eigenvalues for nonsingular SL problem is
dxb ,,, _:
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and hence,unlessw(x) satisfies infinite set of boundary restrictions we end with algebraic
decay of _b(k)
Const.
_(k) ,-_ 1 p(x). ¢_(x)w(x)l _ ,._ k s
_'- )_k
This leads to algebraic convergence of the corresponding spectral and pseudospectral pro-
jections.
In contrast, the singular case is characterized by having, p(a) = p(b) = 0, in which case
L is self-adjoint independently of the boundary conditions since the brackets [ , ] drop, and
we have spectral decay-compare (1.1.22)
1 1 . (¢k,n(,)w),, ' < 1 lln(')toll_,
(1.4.8) @(k)= IlCkllL _ - _;, IlCkll_,'
provided w(z) is smooth enough; that is, the decay is as rapid as the smoothness of to(x)
may permit.
Returning to the singular SL problem (1.4.1) we use the transformation
d 1 d 1 d
(1.4.9) x = cos0, dx d_ dO _dO
d8
which yields
(1.4.10)
d 2
dO2¢(0)= _¢(0), ¢(0) - ¢(cos0),
obtaining the two sets of eigensystems
(1.4.11a) (Ak = k s, ¢k = cos k0),
and
(1.4.11b) (Ak = k s, Ck = sin kS).
The second set violates the boundedness requirement which we now impose
(1.4.12) I¢_(:t:1)1_ Const.,
and so we are left with
(1.4.13) (_k= ks,Ck(_)= cos(kcos-__)).
The trigonometric identity
cos(k + 1)8 = 2 cos O cos kO - cos(k - 1)8
2O
yields the recurrence relation
(1.4.14) ¢_+1(x) = 2xCk(x) -- Ck-l(x), 90(x) --=1,¢_(x) = x,
hence, _b_(x) are polynomials of degree k - these are the Chebyshev polynomials
(1.4.15) Tk(a) = cos(k cos -1 z)
whichare orthonormalw.r.t. Chehyshevweight_(x)= (1- x_)-i,
o j#k,
? T_(z)_Tj(_x) d= = [[Tk][_
T
(1.4.16) (Tk(x),Tj(x)),, = _ Vq--_ = _ j = k > O,
ilT01[_ = 7r j = k = 0.
In analogy with what we had done before, we consider now the Chebyshev-Fourier expansion
oo
(1.4.17) w(x) ,-., _ @(k)Tk(x), @(k)= (w(x),Tk(x)),,,
__-0 IIT_tlL
1 for k = 0 we may also write this asTo get rid of the factor
oo
(1.4.18a) w(x) _ __'_(k)Tj,(x)
k=0
where
(1.4.18b) zb(k) = (w(x),Tk(x)),,, _ 2/_
2/)(X) COS(k COS -I cg)dx
_/2 - _ _
or using the above Chebyshev transformation
I"2 w(cos_)cosk_ d(.(1.4.18_) _(k) = _ :0
Thus, we go from the interval [-1, 1] into the 27r-periodic circle by even extension., with
Fourier expansion of w(cos8), compare (1.1.9) and see Figure 3,
iv(k) = j(=oW(COS()cos k(d( = -Tr :oW(C°S()C°s k(d_"
Another way of writing this employs a symmetric doubly infinite Fourier-like summation,
where
1 oo
(1.4.19) w(x) ,,, -_ _ _v(k)Tk(=)
21
-1 +1
X = co3e
Figure 3:
with T_k(z) -- Tk(z) and
2 f__ _(=)_T_(=)(1.4.20) _(k) = ; 1 vff:_ d=, -oo < k < _.
The Parseval identity reflects the completeness of this system
(1.4.21)
f w2(x)dx 1II_,(=)II_:J vq- =_ 4
71"
,_1_(0)1_+ _ _ I_,(k)l_
k#o
o0
= _ _ l_(k)l_-
4 k=0
which yields the error estimate
2 7r
I1_-SNWIIT = _ Y_ I_(k)l 2"
k>N
Now, in order to get a measure of the spectral convergence we have to estimate the decay
rate of Chebyshev coefficients in terms of the smoothness of w(x) and its derivatives; to
this end we need Sobolev like norms. Unlike the Fourier case, {Tk(z)} is not complete with
respect to H" - orthogonality is lost because of the Chebyshev weight. So we can proceed
formally as before, see (1.1.24),
(1.4.22) I1_o-SN_II_= 2__ I@(k)l2< _ (1 + Ikl=)•k>N -- k>_(1+ N=)*IW(k)l=
i.e., if we define the Chebyshev-Sobolev norm
II,-,,ll_,= E( 1 + Ikl')'l_'(k)l_,
k=O
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then we have spectral accuracy
1
[IW--SNW[[T<_ Const,'N,, wellS.E-I,1].
In fact the H_ space can be derived from appropriate inner product in the real space as done
in Fourier expansion. The correct inner product is given by - compare (1.1.19)
' _-_ f02- d 2" . d 2" .(1.4.23) (Wl, W2)g_., = Y_(LVwl,LPw2)T _ =o d-d-_-_w_(cosO) d-_W2(cosO)dO,
p=0 z:cos8 p=0
so that
(1.4.24)
O
( TA = •
 F,k 4",
p=0
j¢k,
j = k (with _r factor at j = k = 0).
Hence the Fourier coefficients in this Hilbert space behave like
(1.4.25) (w(x),Tk)H],, _" _--_(1 + k2)2°@(k),
k=O
and the corresponding norm is equivalent to
(1.4.26) I[w[[_g, ,-_ _](1 + k2)2"I_b(k)12.
k=0
The reason for the squared factors here is due to the fact that L is a second order differential
d
operator, unlike the first-order D = _ in the Fourier case, i.e.,
oo $
(1.4.27) _(1 + [lL'wl[ 
k=O p=0
involves the first 2s-derivatives of w(x) - appropriately weighted by Chebyshev weight. This
completes the analogy with the Fourier case, and enables us to estimate derivative as well-
compare (1.1.28 - 1.1.29),
1
(1.4.28) ]lw- SNWIIH, _ <_ ConstoN,__ , a_< s, wellS,[-1,1].
Next, let's discuss the discrete setup. Because we seek an even extension of the upper semi-
circle we consider the case of even number of grid points - equally distributed along the unit
circle. One choice is to look at
1 71"
o,,= ,. + = O,+
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0N'-I
0N
]2
i
o
Figure 4:
which gives the usual Chebyshev interpolation points, see Figure 4. The second choice -
which we will concentrate from now on - takes into account the boundaries, where we look
at
7r 27r
O,_=_,h=,,-_ (h= 5--_' r=0)
which yields, see Figure 5,
(1.4.29) x. = cos(vh), u = 0,1,'",N.
The trapezoidal rule is replaced by Gauss-Lobatto rule for (1.4.20), i.e., starting with
0N
• _" co_(_h)
Figure 5:
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(1.4.18c),we have
(1.4.30)
2
_,r 2 /V
_(k)=- w(cos5)coskSd5-,- _ '%(cose_)coske_"N'
71" =0 71" w=O
and we end up with the discrete Chebyshev coefficients
(1.4.31)
2 N
_(k) = _ _"_Tk(_), 0 _ k _ N.
_---o
Indeed, this corresponds to the case of Fourier interpolation with even number of equidistant
gridpoints 8,, in (A.1.2), for
2N N [e-ike" eikS.] 27r@(k)= l___V. ,,w e -iks" h - 1 _ wv + _ =2___ _ - _=o
2 N
= _ _"_cos(ke_).
_0
Then one may construct the Chebyshev interpolantat these N + I gridpoints
(1.4.32)
N
¢_(x) = _ "_(k)T_(x).
k=0
We have an identical aliasing relation
oo
(1.4.33) Cu(k) = _ _(k + 2pN)
p'=-- oo
(compare A. 1.5), and hence spectral convergence, i.e., (compare (1.2.14) and (1.2.12))
1
(1.4.34) I1_o(_) -CNW(_)IIH_ _ Const, " N,_----'-J, weHCr, s > o,
where Const, ,-_ IlwllH_.
Example: We have the Sobolev imbedding of L °° space
1 _ 1 (_-_(l+k_)_lzb(k)[2._-_ 1 )Iw(z)l _<_ I_(k)l _<
1
< Constq.ll_llH_, _ > _.
Consequently,
1 1
Max.lw(x ) - CNW(X)[ < (Consto --_ II_IIH@)"N,_,,, s >_ a > -_.
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In particular, with s = N + 1 we obtain the "usual" estimate for the near minmax approxi-
mation ( collocated at at x_ = cos ((v + ½) _))
-N
e
gaxxl_(_) - ¢_(_)1- Const.ll_ll_,,÷,• N!"
We briefly mention the exponential convergence in the analytic case. To this end we employ
Bernstein's regularity ellipse, N_, with loci 4-1 and sum of its semi axis = r. Denoting
(1.4.35) M(r/) = Max,,E,[w(z)l , r = e '7.
We have
Theorem. Assume w(x) is analytic in [-1,1] with regularity ellipse whose sum of semiazis
= ro = e TM > 1. Then
M2(rl) . N2%-2Nn.
-1
r 0
Proof: The transformation z = (( + (-1)/2 takes E_0 from the z-plane into the annulus
< I(I < _0 in the (-plane. Hence, v(() = 2w (z = +2_-_) admits the power expansion
(1.4.36) v(() =2w( (+ (-1)
indeed, setting ( = e i° and recalling _(-k) = tb(k), the above expansion clearly describes
the real interval [-1,1]
(1.4.37) w(z =cosO) = y_ :(v(k)coskO.
k=0
By Laurent expansion in (1.4.36)
(1.4.38)
hence
(1.4.39)
I
_'Tg7 -,
I_(k)] <_ M(rl)e -k"
and the result follows along the lines of (1.3.7-8).
e -n° < r < e n°,
Finally, we conclude with discussion on Chebyshev differencing. Starting with grid values
w_ at Chebyshev points x,, = cos (v_), one constructs the Chebyshev interpolant
2 hr
_(k) = g X; '% cos(k_.).
v-_-- 0
N
(1.4.40) Cjvw(x) = _ "fi_(k). Tk(_),
k=0
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Onecancompute @(k),0 < k < N, efficiently via the cos-FFT with O(N log N) operations.
Next, we differentiate in Chebyshev space
(1.4.41) =
k=O
In this case, however, Tk(x) is not an eigenfunction of _,d' instead  Tk(z) - being a polyno-
_ - , )}j=0 (in fact Tk(x)mial of degree < k 1 can be expressed as linear combination of {Tj(x k-1
is even/odd for even/odd k's): with Co = 2, ck>0 = 1 we obtain
d =--2 _ T3(z),(1.4.42) Tk(x) ck o_<j<k
h--j odd
and hence
(1.4.43) CyW(X) = E ff_(k) E Tj(x).
k=0 0_<j<_
k-j odd
Rearranging we get
N
(1.4.44) dcgw(z) = E"_'(k)Tk(x),
k=0
2
Co'(k ) = -- E P_(P)
Ck __>k+t
p+h odd
and similarly for the second derivative
2
(1.4.45) ff/'(k) = -- E p(p2 _ k2)@(p).
Ck _>_h+_
p+k even
The amount of work to carry out the differentiation in this form is O(N 2) operations which
destroys the N log N efficiency. Instead, we can employ the recursion relation which follows
directly from (1.4.44)
(1.4.46) @'(k + 1)= @'(k- 1). c;__I- 2k_(k).
To see this in a different way we note that
sin(k + 1)0 = sin(k - 1)0 + 2 sin O cos kO,
which leads to
1 dTk+l 1 dTk-1
- + 2Tj,(x),
k+l dm k-1 dz
and hence
=  2"k (k
k=O
= -_ _ "(@'(k- 1)- @'(k + 1)) T_(x) =_--- summation by parts
k=0
1 N N
= -_ __, "2ff/(k)Tk(x) = E "@'(k)Tk(x)
k=O k=O
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as asserted.In generalwehave
(1.4.47) @(')(k + 1) = @(')(k - l)ck__- 2k@O-1)(k).
With this @(k) can be evaluated using O(N) operations, and the differentiated polynomiM
at the grid points is computed using another cos-FFT employing CO(N log N) operations
d_ N(1.4.48) CNw(x)t_=_,, = E "ff/(k) cos kx,,,
k=O
with spectral/exponential error
(1.4.49)
1
d-_ d-_ C°nst" " N'-_Max.=..I w(x)- ¢Nw(z)l <
Consts e -Nn
3
-<(r<s,2
The matrix representation of Chebyshev differentiation, DT, takes the almost antisymmetric
form
cd (- 1)J+k
----- j#k,
ck x.i -- x k
xj
-2-_---_2 ) j=k¢(0, N),
(DT)jk =
2N 2 + 1
---g-- j=k=0,
2N 2 + 1
6 .j=k=g.
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2. TIME DEPENDENT PROBLEMS
2.1. Initial Value Problems of Hyperbolic Type
The wave equation,
(2.1.1) wtt = a_w.x,
is the prototype of P.D.E.'s of hyperbolic type. We study the pure initial-value problem
associated with (2.1.1), augmented with 2It-periodic boundary conditions and subject to
prescribed initial conditions,
(2.1.2) w(x,0) = f(x), =
We can solve this equation using the method of characteristics, which yields
(2.1.3) w(x,t)= f(x +at)+2 f(x-at) + _al dx-aif_+atg(s)ds"
We shall study the manner in which the solution depends on the initial data. In this context
the following features are of importance.
1. Linearity: the principle of superposition holds.
2. Finite speed of propagation: influence propagates with speed < a. This is the essential
feature of hyperbolicity. In the wave equation it is reflected by the fact that the value of
w at (x, t) is not influenced by initial values outside domain of dependence (x-at, x+at)
3. Existence for large enough set of addrnissible initial data: arbitrary C_ ° initial data
can be prescribed and the corresponding solution is C_ °.
4. Uniqueness: the solution is uniquely determined for -oo < t < oo by its initial data.
5. Conservation of Energy. The wave equation (2.1.1) describes the motion of a string
11 fw_tdx, and potential one, -iTf w_dx, (T/p = aS). In orderwith kinetic energy, -ip
to show that the total energy
isconserved in time we may proceed in one of two ways: eitherby the so calledenergy
method or by the Fourier method.
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The Energy Method.
Rewrite (2.1.1) as a first order system
[ux(2.1.4a) ¢3--t u2 1 0 _mm u2 ' u2
(9ll/
-aT
Ow
or equivalently,
(2.1.4b) 0u A0U
ax"
The essential ingredient here is the existence of a positive symmetrizer, H > 0,
(2.1.5) HA= a 2 0 - A,= AT,, H= 0 a s '
so that multiplication by H on the left gives
Hut = A,u=.(2.1.6)
Now, multiplying by u T we are led to
(2.1.7) (u, Hu,) - (u, A,u=),
and the real part of both sides are in fact perfect derivatives, for by the symmetry of H,
0 1
and similarily, by the symmetry of As, we have
Re(u, Asux) = 1 1 on [i ]
_(u,A,_x)+g(A,_,u)= N g(u,A,u) .
Hence, by integration over the 27r-period we end up with energy conservation, asserting
(2.1.8) = j=(u, ttu)dx = ,Ix (u,A,u)dz = O.
We note that the positivity of H was not used in the proof and is assummed just for the
sake of making (u, Hu) an admissible convex "energy norm."
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The Fourier Method.
Fourier transform (2.1.4b)to get the O.D.E.
-_( ,O_kt) = ikA_(k,t),(2.1.9)
whose solution is
(2.1.10)
where _(k, 0) is the Fourier transform of the initial data. Now, for
(2.1.11)
we find
(2.I.12)
or
A=TAT'A=[a] [-°°]a ,T= 1 1 '
g(k, t) = Te'kAtT-_ g(k, O)
(2.1.13) T-l£/'(/c' t)_--- [ e-ikatO e ikatO ] T_l£t(/c, 0 )
and hence (since the diagonal matrix on the right is clearly unitary),
T-lC_(k, t) is conserved in time,i.e.,
(2.1.14) IlT-l_(k,t)ll2 = IlT-'a(k,o)ll 2, T_I_ 1 [ I -a]2a --1 --a "
the L2-norm of
Summing over all modes and using Parseval we end up with energy conservation
(2.1.15a)
L(w:+a'w_)dx:4a' f_\ -2a ] +\-2a ) dx
= 4a 2 f_ IIT-'ull_dx = 8_a2_ IIT-l_(k, t)ll_ : Const.
k
as asserted.
We note that the only tool used in the energy method was the existence of a positive sym-
metrizer for A, while the only tool used in the Fourier method was the real diagonalization
of A; in fact the two are related, for if A = TAT -1 then for H = (T-1)*T -1 > 0 we have
(2.1.15b) HA = (T-1)*AT -1 = A, -- A T , A real diagonal.
Energy conservation implies (in view of linearity) uniqueness, and serves as a basic tool
to prove existence. It will be taken as definition of hyperbolicity. It implies and is implied
by the qualitative properties (1)- (4).
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We now turn to considergeneralP.D.E.'s of the form
Ou a 0
(2.1.16a) _ = P(x,t,D)u, P(x,t,D)= __,Aj(z,t) ,
_----1 OZj
with 27r-periodic boundary conditions and subject to prescribed initial conditions,
(2.1.16b) u(x,O) : f(x).
We say that the system (2.1.16a) is hypberbolic if the following a priori energy estimate
holds:
(2.1.17) nu(z,t)IlL2(:O <_ Const.T. [lu(x,O)nL2(x), -T < t < T.
As we shall see later on this is equivalent to energy conservation with appropriate energy
renorming.
Here are the basic facts concerning such systems.
The Constant Coefficients Case.
a 0
(2.1.18) _-=Ou P(D)u, P(D) = _ Aj_xx , A i = constant matrices.
j=l
Define the Fourier symbol associated with P(D):
d
(2.1.19) .[:'(ik) = i y_ Ajkj,
j=l
k = (kl, k2,..., ka)eR a,
which naturally arises as we Fourier transform (2.1.18),
(2.1.20)
Sovling
(2.2.21)
For this
(2.1.22)
_ffiu(k ,0^ t) = P(ik)_(k,t).
the O.D.E. (2.1.20) we find, as before, that hyperbolicity amounts to
neP(ik)'N < Constr, -T < t < T, for all k's.
to be true the necessary Garding-Petrovski condition should hold, namely
]ReA[/5(ik)]] < Const.
Example: For the wave equation, A[/_(ik)] = =hika.
But the Garding-Petrovski condition is not sufficient for the hyperbolic estimate (2.1.17) as
told by the counterexample
[o= OaUz "
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As before, in this case we have )_[/_(ik)] = +ika, hence the Garding-Petrovski condition is
fulfilled. Yet, Fourier analysis shows that we need both [lul(x, 0)ILL,(,) and II_-_=(x, 0)ILL,(=)in
order to upperbound Ilul(x, t)ilL,(= ). Thus, the best we can hope for with this counterexample
is an a priori estmate of the form
< -T < t < T.
We note that in this case we have a "loss" of one derivative. This brings us to the notion of
weak hyperbolicity.
We say that the system (2.1.16a) is weakly hyperbolic if there exists an s > 0 such that the
following a priori estimate holds:
[lu(x, t)llL=(=)_< ConstT. ]]u(x, 0)IIH.(=), -T < t < T.
The Garding-Petrovski condition is necessary and sufficient for the system (2.1.18) to be
weakly hyperbolic. The necessary and sufficient characterization of hyperbolic systems is
provided by the Kreiss matrix theorem. It states that (2.1.21) holds iff there exists a positive
symmetrizer f/(k) such that
(2.1.23) Re[It(k)P(ik)] = 0, 0 < m < H(k) < M,
and this yields the conservation for II ( ,t)ll = 2_ II_(k)ll 2 i.e.
_(k)' '
2_ _(_(k, t)), H(k)_(k, t))
k
is conserved in time.
Remark: For an a priori estimate forward in time (0 < t < T), it will suffice to have
(2.1.24) Re[H(k)P(ik)] = l[ft(k)f_(ik) + f_(ik)f-I(k)] <_ O.
Indeed, we have in this case
ld
2dt(£(k),f-I(k)_t(k)) < (Re[ft(k)P(ik)]_(k),_(k)) < O,
and hence summing over all k's and using Parseval's
t 2 M)lrL2(x)-<--. 2
Special important cases are the strictly hyperbolic systems where #(ik) has distinct real
eigenvalues, so that #(ik) can be real diagonalized
P(k) = iT(k)A(k)T-_(k),
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and, as before, /?/(k) -- (T-l(k))*T-l(k) will do. The other important case consists of
symmetric hyperbolic systems which can be symmetrized in the physical space, i.e. there
exists an H > 0 such that
HAj= Aj,= AjT.
Most of the physically relevant systems fall into these categories.
Example: Shallow water equations (linearized)
°['] a[.]
_-_ ev +Al_xx ev +A2_--_y eV =0,
with
A 1
can be symmetrized with
[.ool [.oo]0 u0 0 ,A2= 0 v0 1 ,¢ 0 u0 0 ¢0 v0
I ]H= ¢0 •1
The Variable Coefficient Case.
cOu
(2.1.25) o':':3--t= P(x,t,D)u.
This is the motivation for introducing the notion of hyperbolicity as is: freeze the coefficients
and assume hyperbolicity of u, = P(xo, to, D)u uniformly for each (x0, to); then (unlike the
case of weak hyperbolicity), the variable coefficients problem is also hyperbolic.
Remark: This result is based in the invariance of the notion of hyperbolicity under low-
under perturbations; it restricts hyperbolic system to be of first-order.
So far we have dealt with hyperbolicity via the Fourier method studying the algebraic
properties of its symbol/5(ik); we can also work with the energy method.
For example, if we assume that P(x, t, D) is semi-bounded, i.e., if
(2.1.26) -MllullL_x)< Re(_,P(x,*,D)u)L_¢,_< MIl_llL_x),
then we have hyperbolicity.
O<M,
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Example: The symmetric hyperbolic case Ai(z , t) = A_(x, t): we can rewrite such sym-
metric problems in the equivalent form
Iv'-< ]o_ 1 A; + E (A;_) + B=, 1 cOA_B = -_"
1 [_]5A,-_j+_]ja-_j(Aju)] is skew-In this case the symmetry of the Aj's implies that _-
adjoint, i.e., integration by parts gives
L:(.)
--0.
Therefore we have
Re(u,P(x,t, D)_)L2(=)-- Re(By,_)_2(=),
and hence the semi-boundedness requirement (2.1.26) holds with M = [[R.eB[[. Conse-
quently, if As(x , t) are symmetric (or at least symmetrizable) then the system (2.1.16a) is
hyperbolic.
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2.2. Initial Value Problems of Parabolic Tipe.
The heat equation,
(2.2.1) ut = auxx, a :> O,
is the prototype of P.D.E.'s of parabolic type. We study the pure initial-value problem
associated with (2.2.1), augmented with 2It-periodic boundary conditions and subject to
initial conditions
(2.2.2) 0)=
We can solve this equation using the Fourier method which gives
(2.2.3) _(k,t) = e-°_"](k).
It shows the dissipation effect (-- the rapid decay of the amplitudes, [_z(k, t)], as functions of
the high wavenumbers, [k[ >:> 1) in this case, which is the essential feature of parabolicity.
As before, we study the manner in which the solution depends on its initial data.
1. Linearity: the principal of superposition holds.
2. Uniqueness: the solution is uniquely determined for t > 0 'by the explicit formula
f_ 1 _,2(2.2.4) u(x,t) = :-oo Q(x- y,t)f(y)dy, Q(z)-= 4_ate,_---r > O.
3. Existence for large enough set of addmisible initial data: bounded initial data f(x)
can be prescribed (or at least tf(x)t <_ e_X2), and the corresponding solution is C °_ -
in fact u(x, t > 0) is analytic because of exponential decay in Fourier space.
4. The maximum principle: follows directly from the representation of u(:c, t) as a convo-
lution of f(_) with the unit mass positive kernel Q(z).
5. Energy decay: as usual we may proceed in one of two ways.
The Fourier Method. We start with
0'
I[-_;xu(x,t)12L, _< 2_r _ If(k)] 2. Maxk[]kl 2"- ]e-"k2'] 2] _< Const.t-"- ][fll_,,
k
(since the quantity inside the above brackets is maximized at k2at = s). The last a priori
estimate shows that the parabolic solution becomes infinetly smoother than its initial data
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is aswe"gain" infintely many s-derivetives, and at the same time, higher derivetives decay
faster as t T oo. Alternatively, we can work with the
(2.2.6)
and in general
Energy Method.
Multiply (2.2.1) by u and integrate to get
ld u_ 22dt I1I1_(=)< -all_,=ll-- L2(x)
ldiia'u 2 0'+1u 2(2.2.7) 2,_ob-_-_,llz_< -C°nst'llb-x-_llL*
successiveintegrationof(2.2.7)yields(2.2.5).
Turning to general case, we consdier mth-order P.D.E.'s of the form,
(2.2.8) Ou P(x,t,D)u, P(z,t,D)= y] A3(z,t)D i.
ljl=0
We say that the system (2.2.8) is weakly parabolic of order a if
O'
(2.2.9) IID-T;_,_,(_,t)ll : ___Const.t-I'l/<'llu(m, 0)11=:<:).
In the constant coefficients case this leads to the Oarding-Petrovski characterization of
parabolicity of order fl, requiring
[ - ]Rea P(ik)= _2 Aj(ik); < -A. Ikl_ + B.
Ijt=o
Remark: Generically we have a = /3= m the order of dissipation which is necessarily
even.
The extension to the variable coefficients case (with Lipschitz continuous coeeficients)
may proceed in one of two ways. Either, we freeze the coeeficients and apply the Fourier
method to the constant coeficients problems; or, we may use the energy method, e.g., inte-
gration by parts shows that for
P(x,t,D) = _-_.xj -_xj + Cu,
,,1
with A s + A_ > 6 > 0, and Bj = B_, the corresponding systems (2.2.8) is parabolic of
order 2.
Example: ut = au,x + u,xx is weakly parabolic of order two, yet does not satisfy Petrovski
parabolicity.
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2.3. Well-Posed Time-Dependent Problems.
Hyperbolic and parabolic equations are the two most important examples of time-dependent
problems whose evolution process is well-posed. Thus, consider the initial value problem
(2.3.1) cgu
-_ = P(x,t,D)u.
We assume that a large enough class of admissible initial data
(2.3.2) u(x,t = O) = f(x)
there exists a unique solution, u(x, t). This defines a solution operator, E(t, r) which de-
scribes the evolution of the problem
(2.3.3) u(t) = E(t, r)u(r).
Hoping to compute such solutions, we need that the solutions will depend continuously in
their initial data, i.e.,
(2.3.4) Ilu(t)- v(t)H _< Constr[lu(O)- v(0)[lH, 0 < t < T.
In view of linearity, this amounts to having the a priori estimate (boundedness)
(2.3.5) Hu(t) - E(t, r)u(r)]] < ConstTilU(r)IiH., 0 < t < T,
which includes the hyperbolic and parabolic cases.
Counterexample: (Hadamard) By Cauchy-Kowaleski, the system
-07 + Ox =0' u= ,A =U 2 -- ,
has a unique solution for arbitrary analytic data, at least for sufficiently small time. Yet,
with initial data
(2.3.6)
we obtain the solution
u_(z,t) =
sinnx
ul(x,0)- , u2(x,0)=0,
n
cosh nt sin nx sinh nt cos nx
, u_(_,t) =
n n
which tends to infinity Ilu(.,t)ll,___ ---* oo, while the initial data tend to zero. Thus this
Laplace equation, _ + _ 0, is not well-posed as an initial-value problem.Ota Ox _ _
Finally, we note that a well-posed problem is stable against perturbations of inhomogeneous
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data in view of the following
Duhamel's principle. The solution of the inhomogeneous problem
(2.3.s)
is given by
(2.3.9)
OU
O--t = P(z,t,D)u + F(x,t)
f tu(t)= E(t,O)u(O)+ E(t,T)F(T)dT.
=0
Proof: We have
0 0
_-_u(t) = O[E(t,O)u(O)]+ _ [f:oE(t,-r)F(t)d_]
= P(_,t,D)[E(t,O)u(O)]+E(t,t)N(t)+ =o [E(t,_)F(t)]dT
= P(z,t,D)[E(t,O)u(O)+ E(t, 7-)F(r)d'r]+ F(t)= P(z,t,D)u(t)+ F.
=0
This implies the a priori estimate
(2.3.10) [[u(t)[[ _< ConstTllu(0)[[ + ConstT [[F(7)llH, dT, 0 < t < T,
=0
as asserted.
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3. THE FOURIER METHOD FOR HYPERBOLIC AND PARABOLIC EQUA-
TIONS
3.1. The Spectral Approximation
We begin with the simplest hyperbolic equation - the scalar constant-coefficients wave
equation
au au
(3.1.1) -- - aotcgx
subject to initial conditions
(3.1.2) _(x, 0)= f(x),
and periodic boundary conditions.
This Cauchy problem can be solved by the Fourier method: with f(x)= F,_](k)e ik_
we obtain after integration of (3.1.1),
Nu(k,0 ^ t) = ika_(k,t),(3.1.3)
with solution
(3.1.4)
and hence
(3.1.5)
_(k,_)= e'k°'](k),
,(_,t) = _ e'k°'](k)e'_"= Z/(k)_ '_(*+°')= f(_ + a*).
k k
Thus the solution operation in this case amounts to a simple translation
Z(t,'r)u(x,r)=u(x+a(_-'r),t), ItE(_,_)II= i.
This is reflected in the Fourier space, see (3.1.4), where each of the Fourier coefficients has
the same change in phase and no change in amplitude; in particular, therefore, we have the
a priori energy bound (conservation)
(3.1.6) flu(.,t)ll'_= 2,_}--2.l_(k,_)I 2 = 2_ E I](k)l"= l[f(')ll""
k k
We want to solve this equation by the spectral Fourier method. To this end we shall ap-
proximate the spectral Fourier projection of the exact solution SuN = SNu(x, t). Projecting
the equation (3.1.1) into the N-space we have
(3.1.7) T = sN [ 0_j
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Since SN commute with multiplication by a constant and with differentiation we can write
this as
(3.1.8)
OU N OUN
Ot Oz "
Thus ug = SNU satisfies the same equation the exact solution does, subject to the approxi-
mate initial data
(3.1.9) uN(t = 0) = SNf.
The resulting equations amount to 2N + 1 ordinary differential equations (O.D.E.) for the
amplitudes of the projected solution
d
(3.1.10) -_zN(k,t) = ikaCtN(k,t), -N <_ k <_ N,
subject to initial conditions
(3.1.11) _g(k,O) = /(k).
Since these equations are independent of each other, we can solve them directly, obtaining
(3.1.12) _2_(k, t) = eikat/(k)
and our approximate solution takes the form
N
(3.1.13) UN(X,t)= ___ /(k)e ik(_+at).
k=-N
Hence, the approximate solution UN(X, t) = fN(X + at) satisfies
(3.1.14) u(z,t)- uN(x,t) = E(t,O)f(z)- E(t,O)SNf(x)
and therefore, it converges spectrally to the exact solution, compares (1.1.26),
 ,N(t)ll _< IlE(t,0)(I- SNDf(zDll <
(3.1.15) 1
[[(I- SN)f(x)[[ < Const[If[[H. • _- 7.
_imilar estimates holds for higher Sobolev norms; in fact if the initial data is analytic then
the convergence rate is exponential. In this case the only source of error comes from the
initial data, that is we have the error equation
0
(3.1.16) ff_[u- ut_] = a_x[u- UN]
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subject to initial error
(3.1.17) u- ulv(t = O) = f- f.v.
Consequently, the a priori estimate of this constant coefficient wave equation
1
(3.1.18) [lu- ug(t)[ I <_ ConstTllf- fNII < Const.llfllH" " -ff;
Now let us turn to the scalar equation with variable coefficients
(3.1.19) ff[=a(x,t)-_x,Ou Ou a(x, _) = 27r- periodic.
This hyperbolic equation is well-posed: by the energy method we have
(3.1.20)
and hence
(3.1.22a)
with
=- f..a(x,,)_- f ..(=,,)_2
2 dt
ConstT = i.
i/=-5 a_(_'t)u_(_'t)dx'
II_(x,t)llL,¢x)_ ConstT. Ilf(_)ll
(3.1.22b) ConstT = eMr, M = Max_,t[-a_(x,_)].
In other words, we have for the solution operator
IIS(¢, r)u(r)llL,(=) < eMCt-')IIU(r)IIL_(_)
and similarly for higher norms. As before, we want to solve this equation by the spectral
Fourier method. We consider the spectral Fourier projection of the exact solution u_r =
S_ru(x, t); projecting the equation (3.1.19) we get
(3.1.23) o_ [ cgu]_u_ = a_ _(_,t)_
Unlike the previous constant coefficients case, now SN does not commute with multipli-
cation by a(x, t), that is, for arbitrary smooth function p(x, t) we have (suppressing ti_qe
dependence)
(3.1.24a)
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while
Thus, if weexchangethe order of operationswearrive at
(3.1.25) Oulv _ a(x, ..Oust Ouat t)--_-- [a(_,t)s,, - SNa(_,t)]_.
While the second term on the right is not zero, this commutater between multiplication and
Fourier projection is spectrally small, i.e.,
llS,,4x)p(x) - 4=)S_,p(x)IIL,(:)=
(3.1.26) II(S,, - X)_(_)p(_) + _(_)(I - SN)P(_)IIL2Cx) <
1 1
<_ Const.lla(x)p(x)ll_I."_ + Const.Ila(x)IIL¢.(=)"IIp(x)llH.•
and so we intend to neglect this spectrally small contribution and to set as an approximate
model equation for the Fourier projection of u(x, t)
Ov---K= a(z, t) Ovjv
Ot O= "
Yet, the second term may lie outside the N-space, and so we need to project it back, thus
arriving at our final form for the spectral Fourier approximation of (3.1.19)
or,, ( ov,, (3.1.27) o--i-= s_, _(_,t) ox/
Again, we commit here a spectral]y small deviation from the previous model, for
1
(3.1.28) I1(I- SN)ap(x)HL2(x ) < Constna(x)p(x)l[g" " N,.
The Fourier projection of the exact solution does not satisfy (3.1.22), but rather a near by
equation,
OUN ( OuN )(3.1.29) -_ - S,, a(x,t)--_- + FN(_,t)
where the truncation error, FN(X, t) is given by
(3.1.30) [FN(:,t) = sN a(x,t)(z- sN)_
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The truncation error is the amount by which the (projection of) the exact solution misses
our approximate mode (3.1.27); in this case it is spectrally small by the errors committed in
(3.1.26) and (3.1.18). More precisely we have
1
(3.1.31) IIFN(m,t)IIL:(=) < [[a(x,_)llL:(_) • I[_IIH,+, N, ,
depending on the degree of smoothness of the exact solution. We note that by hyperbolicity,
the later is exactly the degree of smoothness of the initial data, i.e., by the hyperbolic
differential energy estimate
1
(3.1.32) [JF r(x,t)llL,(. ) < Ila(a_,t)lJr.:(=). [[fUgo+, • _2
and in the particular case of analytic initial data, the truncation error is exponentially small.
From this point of view, our spectral approximation (3.1.27) satisfies an evolution model
which is spectrally away from that of the Fourier projection of the exact solution (3.1.29).
This is in addition to the spectrally small error we commit initially, as we had before
(3.1.33) vN(t = O) = SNf -- fN.
We now raise the question of convergence. That is, whether the accumulation of spectrally
small errors while integrating (3.1.27) rather than (3.1.29), give rise to an approximate
solution v_v(z, t) which is only spectrally away from the exact projection uN(x, t). We already
know that the distance between u_v(z, t) and the exact solution u(x, t) - due to the spectrally
small initial error - is spectrally small as we have seen in the previous constant coefficient
case.
To answer this convergence question we have to require the stability of the approximate
model (3.1.27). That is, we say that the approximation (3.1.27) is stable if it satisfies an a
priori energy estimate analogous to the one we have for the differential equation
(3.1.34) IlvN(t)ll _< Const.emllv_(O)ll .
Clearly, such a stability estimate is necessary in any computational model. Otherwise, the
evolution model does not depend continuously on the (initial) data, and small rounding
errors can render the computed solution useless. And on the positive side we will show that
the stability implies the spectral convergence of an approximate solution uN(z, t). 3 Indeed
the error equation for eN(t) = UN(t) -- vN(t) takes the form
(3.1.35) OeN [ .,0e_r ]at - sN
aWe note that in the previous constant coefficient case, the approximate model coincides with the differ-
ential case, hence the stability estimate was nothing but the a priori estimate for the differential equation
itself.
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Let EN(t,'r) denote the evolution operator solution associated with our approximate model.
By the stability estimate (3.1.34)
(3.1.36) IIEN(t,_')VN(T)I[_ ConsteM('-_>Ilvg(r)ll.
Hence, by (3.1.36) together with Duhammel's principle we get for the inhomogeneous error
equation (3.1.35)
I'eg(t) = Eg(t,O)eN(O) + Eg(t,r)FN(r)dr
=0
(3.1.37a)
and
(3.1.37b)
In our case eN(0) = fN -- SfN = 0, and the truncation error FN(x, T) is spectrally small;
hence
(3.1.38) lien -- uN(t)- vN(t)][ < Const.e Me- 1
N'
where the constant depends on Ila(x,t)llL_(!) and llfllH0+l, i.e., restricted solely by the
smoothness of the data. In the particular case of analytic data we have exponential conver-
gence
(3.1.39) lieN(t)_ _N(t) --VN(t)ll_ Const.eM' e-_N
Adding to this the error between UN(t) and u(t) (- which is due to the spectrally small error
in the initial data between fN and f) we end up with
1 for H '+1 initial data
(3.1.40) Ilk(t)- VN(t)ll_<Const.e m"
,-_ e -nN for analytic initial data
To summarize, we have shown that our spectral Fourier approximation converges spectrally
to the exact solution, provided the approximation (3.1.27) is stable.
Is the approximation (3.1.27) stable? That is, do we have the a priori estimate (3.1.34)?
To show this we try to follow the steps that lead to the analogue estimate in the differential
case, compare (3.1.20). Thus, we multiply (3.1.27) by vg(x, t) and integrate over the in-
period, obtaining
1 d [' .,C_VN_
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But vN(x,t) is orthogonal to (1- SS)[a(x,t) a_-y_-I0x ] so adding this to the right-hand side of
(3.1.41) we arrive at
1 d Ovs(3.1.42) _-/f, v_(_,t) : f_vs(_, tla(_,tl-0_-e_
and we continue precisely as before to conclude, similarly to (3.1.22), that the stability
estimate (3.1.34) holds
(3.1.43) IIVN(t)II _ Const.eMtllvN(O)ll, M = Max=,,[-ax(x,t)].
In the constant coefficient case the Fourier method amount to a system of (2N + 1)
uncoupled O.D.E.'s for the Fourier coefficients of v_r = UN which were integrated explicitly.
Let's see what is the case with problems having variable coefficients say, for simplicity,
a -- a(x). Fourier transform (3.1.22) we obtain for b(k,t) = bs(k,t) - the kth-Fourier
coefficientof vs(x,t) : Ek:-Ns _(k,t)eikX
(3.1.44) d_(k,t) sdt - _ 5(k-j)ijg(j,t), -N<k<_N.
j=-s
In this case we have a (2N + 1) x (2N + 1) coupled system of O.D.E.'s written in the
matrix-vector form, consult (1.2.46)
(3.1.45) d^ tiA9(t), 9(t))-/.(t) :
t(-N,t)
9(N,t)
^
Aki = h(k - j), A = diag(ik).
We can solve this system explicitly (since a (.) was assumed not to depend on time)
(3.1.46) _5(t) = e'_A%(O);
that is, we obtain an explicit representation of the solution operator
(3.1.47) Es(t,_) = V;2e:_A('-'3Fs, A= As, a= as
where Fs denote the spectral Fourier projection
_(-g)
(3.1.48) Fs_s(_) = :
9(N)
We note that in view of Parseval identity IIFsvs(x)ll2 = I[vlv(x)tlL,(_ ) (modulo factorization
factor), hence, stability amounts to having the a priori estimate on the discrete symbol
Eg(t, r) = e _^(t-_'), requiring
(3.1.49) Ilea"^('-'>tl_< Const.e M(`-_').
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The essential point of stability here, lies in having a uniform bound in the RHS of (3.1.49)
independent on the order of the system, e.g., a straightforward estimeate of the form
(3.1.50) iiJ,,,w-_-)ll _<_,,._,,11-fI,N(,-_-)
will not do becauseIIANI]N_- The essenceof the a priori estimatewe obtainedin
(3.1.22), and likewise in (3.1.42), was that the (unbounded) operator P(x,t,D) -- a(x,t)O_
is semi-bounded, i.e.,
namely, compare (2.1.26)
(Re [a(z,t) _---_]u,u) L2(x) <--MIlu]I2L2(*)
and likewise for Re(SN [a(x,t)°]). In the present form this is expressed by the sharper
estimate of the matrix exponent, 4 compare (3.1.50)
(3.1.51) iiJ,,,(_-_-)ll< _,IR,._N*,,.(,--).
This time, IIReAjvAII like the Re[P(x, t,D)], is bounded. Indeed, [ReAA]kj = ½[,_(k-j)ij +
a(j- k)ik], and since a(x,t)is real (hyperbolicity!) then fz(p)= h(-p), i.e.,
(3.1.52) [ReAA]kj = _i(j - k)h(k- j) - g < j,k < N.
Thus, Re,4A is a Toeplitz matrix, namely its (k, j) entry depends solely on its distance from
the main diagonal k -j; we leave it as an exercise - using our previous study on circulent
matrices in (1.2.43) - to see that its norm does not exceed the sum of absolute values along
the, say, zeroth (j = 0) row, i.e.,
1 N
(3.1.53) IIReANAII < 5 _ Ikh(k)l
k=N
which is bounded, uniformly with respect to N, provided a(x, t) is sufficiently smooth, e.g.,
we can take the exponent M to be
1 _ _V/_--_ _ 1M = _ IZ_&(k)l_ k41a(k)l_- _"
k=- N k=- N(3.1.54)
71"
_ Re2,_(t) + P(t) where F(_) iI,_._A_ "_^' o_int._r_te4To see this, use Duhammel's principle for = =
directly.
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which is only slightly worsethan what weobtained in (3.1.43).
A similar analysisshowsthe convergenceof the spectral-Fouriermethod for hyperbolic
systems.For example,considerthe N × N symmetric hyperbolic problem
(3.1.55a) Ou A(x, Ou0--[= t)-_z+ B(x,t)u, withsymmetric A(x,t).
We note that if the system is not in this symmetric form, then (in the 1-D case) we can bring
it to the symmetric form by a change of variables, i.e., the existence of a smooth symmetric
H(z,t) such that H(z,t)A(x,t)is symmetric, implies that for w(z, t) = T-l(z,t)u(z,t) with
H = (T-I)*T -1 we have, compare (2.1.15b)
(3.1.55b) - T-l(x, t)A(x, t)T(x, t)ff-_z + C(x, t)w(x, t)Ot
where T-l(x,t)A(x,t)T(x,t) - T*(x,t)g(x,t)A(x,t)T(x,t) is symmetric, and C(x,t) =
B(x, t)+ _(x, t)- T-I(x, t)A(x, t)_(x, t). The spectral Fourier approximation of (3.1.55a)
takes the form
0.N ( 0uN (3.1.56) a-T= _A(x't) as ] +
Its stability follows from integration by parts, for by orthogonality
ld
(3.1.57a)
where
(3.1.57b) OA(x, t) ]M = Maxx,t Ox + ReB(x, t)
and hence
(3.1.58) < e 'llvN(o)ll.
The approximation (3.1.56) is spectrally accurate with (3.1.55) and hence spectral conver-
gence follows. The solution of (3.1.56) is carried out in the Fourier space, and takes the
form
N
d^ t) _ f_(k j,t)ij_(j,t), -g < k < N,(3.1.59) -_v( k, = - _ _
j=-N
which form a coupled (2N + 1) x (2N + i) system of O.D.E.'s for the (2N + l)-vectors of
Fourier coefficients _(k, t).
There are two difficulties in carrying out the calculation with the spectral Fourier method.
First, is the time integration of (3.1.59); even in the constant coefficient case, it requires to
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compute the exponent e_iAt which is expensive, and in the time-dependent case we must
appeal to approximate numerical methods for time integration. Second, to compute the
RHS of (3.1.59) we need to multiply an (2N + 1) × (2N + 1) matrix, ,4A by the Fourier
coefficient vector which requires O(N 2) operations. Indeed, since A is a Toeplitz matrix and
h is diagonal, we can still carry out this multiplication efficiently, i.e., using two FFT's which
requires O(N log N) operations. Yet, it still necessitates to carry out the calculation in the
Fourier space. We can overcome the last difficulty with the pseudospectral Fourier method.
B'efore leaving the spectral method, we note that its spectral convergence equally applies
to any P.D.E.
Ou
(3.1.60) O----t= P(x,t,D)u
with semi-bounded operator P(x, t, D), e.g., the symmetric hyperbolic as well as the parabolic
operators. Indeed, the spectral approximation of (3.1.60) reads
(3.1.61) OvN
at - SNP(X,t,D)VN.
Multiply by VN and integrate - by orthogonality and semi-boundedness we have
1 d f=v_(x,t)dx= Re(vN, P(x,t,V)vN)< M/MV2N(X,t)dz.(3.1.62) 2dt
Hence stability follows and the method converges spectrally.
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3.2. The Pseudospectral Approximation
We return to the scalar constant coefficient case
Ou Ou
(3.2.1) Ot -- a oz
subject to periodic boundary conditions and prescribed initial data
(3.2.2) u(x,O) = f(x).
To solve this problem by the pseudospectral Fourier method, we proceed as before, this time
projecting (3.2.1) with the pseudospectral projection ON, to obtain for Uy = ¢NU(X, t)
(3.2.3) _ --¢N\ Ox]"
Here, Cg commutes with multiplication by a constant, but unlike the spectral case, it does
not commute with differentiation, i.e., by the aliasing relation (1.2.2) we have
(3.2.4a)
where as
NCN_x (kp-(k))e '_ = _ y]_ ilk + j(2N + 1)]_[k + j(2N + 1)]e 'kx
k=-N k=-N j
0 N N
(3.2.4b) _¢NP= Y_ (k_(k)e 'k*= Y]_ ik y]_[k + j(2N + l)]e 'k*.
k=-N k=-N j
The difference between these two operators is a pure aliasing error, i.e., we have for CN =
SN + AN, see (1.2.13)
[CN _x(¢Np) _ AN,-_x P= _ _i[k + j(2N + 1)]_(k + j(2N + 1)]e 'kx
k=-N j#o
which is spectrallysmall. Sacrificingsuch spectrallysmall errors,we are led to the pseu-
dospectral approximation of (3.2.1)
(3.2.5) 0vN 0vN
at Ot
subject to initial conditions
(3.2.6) VN(t = O) = CNf.
Here, VN = VN(X, t) is an N-degree trigonometric polynomial which satisfies a nearby equa-
tion satisfied by the interpolant of the exact solution "¢NU(Z, t). That is, UN -- CNU(Z, _)
satisfies (3.2.5) modulo spectrally small truncation error
(3.2.7) OuN OuN [0 ]
5O
where by (3.2.3), Fg(x,t) = a [CN°"o. °(_bNu)], and by (1.2.17) it is indeed spectrally
small
O 1(3.2.8) IlFN(x,t)ll_<lal II [(1-- CN)u]ll]_ [al II_IIH,+,N,-
The stability proof of (3.2.5) follows along the lines of the spectral stability, and spectral
convergence follows using Duhammel's principle for the stable numerical solution operator.
That is, the error equation for eN = UN -- VN is
0et¢ OeN
--SV = a-g2 + FN(z, t)(3.2.9)
whose solution is
eg(t) = Etc(t,O)(f2v - ¢2vf) + ft(3.2.10)
=0
Hence, by stability
EN(t,_')FN(x,r)dr.
1 1
(3.2.11) tleN(t)ll _ Const.e Mr" II_[IH.+I_- _ Const.eM*l[f[[H.+'''_7;
this together with the estimate of the pseudospectral projection yields
1 Hs+l
N-'-; for initial data
(3.2.12) [lu(t)- VN(t)ll_<Const.eM'"
e -nN for analytic initial data
To carry out the calculation of (3.2.5) we can compute the discrete Fourier coefficients _(k, t)
which obey the O.D.E.,
d_ k, v) ika_(k, t)(3.2.13) _( = ,
as was clone with the spectral case; alternatively, we can realize our approximate interpolant
Vg(x,t) at the 2N+1 equidistant points zv = uh, and (3.2.5) amounts to a coupled (2N+ 1)
- 0.D.E. system in the real space
(3.2.14) dvN Ovg ,dt (x,,t) = a-_-z kx = xv, t) v=0,1,...,2N.
(3.2.15) vN(x,, O) = f(x,,).
Let us turn to the variable coefficient case,
(3.2.16) Ouo___[--a ( z , t ) __z .Ou
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The pseudospectral approximation takes the form
(3.2.17a) OVN
(3.2.17b) VN(X_,O) = f(x_).
It can be solved as a coupled O.D.E. system in the Fourier space, but just as easily can be
realized at the 2N + 1 so-called collocation points
(3.2.18a) dvN(x_, t) . OVN. t)at = a(=., t)-_-(= = =_,
(3.2.18b) vN(x_,t = O) = f(x,).
The truncation error of this model is spectrally small in the sense that _ZN = eN u satisfies
OUN [ OuN ]o--T-= eN a(x,t)--_ + FN(x,t)(3.2.19)
where
(3.2.20)
is spectrally small
(3.2.21)
FN(x,t) = ¢N [a(_,t)°u] O(¢Nu)]0_J - eN [a(_,t)
IIFN(_,t)II _ lien [a(_,t)_[(I-¢N)_] I1_
1
Ila(=,t)llL=" ][fIIH,+, " N,.
Hence, if the approximation (3.2.12) stable, spectral convergence follows. Is the approxima-
tion (3.2.12) stable? The presence of aliasing errors is responsible to a considerable difficulty
in proving this, and currently this is an open question. If we try to follow the differential
and spectral recipe, we should multiply by vN(x,t) and integrate by parts. However, here
VN(X,t) is not orthogonal to (I- eN)['" "] which otherwise would enable us to follow the
differential estimate of f VN(X, t)a(x, t)O-_ (x, t)dx in terms of f= V2N(Z, t)dx; more precisely,
we have for ear = SN + AN that I- eN = I- CoN- AN where fvN(I- SN)[...]dx = 0,
compare (3.1.41), (3.1.42); yet f VNAN['' .]dx leaves us with an additional contribution which
cannot be bounded in terms of f= v}(x, t)dx in order to end up with the stability proof with
Gronwall's inequality. To shed a different light on this difficulty, we can turn to the Fourier
space; we write (3.2.17) in the form
(3.2.22) Ov---K= a(x) Ov_¢
Ot Oz
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and Fourier transform to get for the kth Fourier coefficient
N
d_ t) _ gz(k j,t)ij_(j,t)(3.2.23a) --_v(k, = -
j=-/v
i.e.,
(a.2.2ab) d'b(t) = ,4NA'f(t) Aki = _ a[k - j + p(ZN + 1)].
P
This time, ReANA is unbounded. This difficulty appears when we confine ourselves to the
discrete framework: multiplying (3.2.18a) by v(x,,, t) and trying to sum by parts we arrive
at
(3.2.24)
1 d Ov
_-/E vl,(_,,,t) = E a(x,,,t)v(x_,,t)U_(x_,,t)
V V
X__X v
but the first term on the right does not vanish in this case - it equals, by the aliasing relation,
to
0[1E _ _a(x,t)v2(x, f') = / 0[. 1 ^2Ox "']+ __,p.(2N + 1)-_av [p. (2N + 1)]
v p#0
and a loss of one derivative is reflected by the factor 2N+l inside the right summation. There
are two main approaches to enforce stability at this point: skew-symmetric differencing and
smoothing. We discuss these approaches in the next two subsections.
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3.3 Skew-Symmetric Differencing The essential argument of well-posedness for symmetric
hyperbolic systems with constant coefficients is the fact that (say in the 1-D case) P(D) =
A_ is a skew-adjoint operator what is loosely called "integration by parts" ..... With variable
coefficients this is also true, modulo low-order bounded terms, i.e.,
(3.3.1) P(x,t,D) =__A(x,t)_ x 2
The stability proofs of spectral methods follow the same line, i.e., we have in the Fourier
space, compare (3.i.45), (3.i.52)
1 A N]+ +(3.3.2) ANA = _- _-
and stability amounts to show that the second term in (3.3.2) is bounded: for then we have
in (3.3.2) (as in (3.3.1)) a skew-adjoint term with an additional bounded operator. The
difficulty with the stability of pseudo-spectral methods arises from the fact that the second
term on the right of (3.3.2) is unbounded,
1 -
(3.3.3) limN--.oo[l_(ANA + A'AN)[[ T oo.
To overcome this difficulty, we can discretize the symmetric hyperbolic system (again, say
the 1-D case)
(3.3.4a) 0u0...7= A( x, t ) _ff._xcou
when the spatial operator is already put in the "right" skew-adjoint form, compare (3.3.1),
Ot - 2 t)_z + (A(z,t)u) -
The pseudospectral approximation takes the form
ot -2 ¢_ X(_,t) 0_ ] + CN(A(_,t)_) -g¢_(X_(_,t)_).
In the Fourier space, this gives us
(3.3.6) d_adt- 21[A2vA + AAN]v 210AlccOxv.-
Now, .4NA + A.4N is symmetric because A is, _ is bounded and stability follows.
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3.4. Smoothing
We have already met the process of smoothing in connection with the heat equation:
starting with bounded initial data, f(x), the solution of the heat equation (2.2.1)
(3.4.1) u(x,t) = Q,f(x), Q(z)- 4_ra e,o,, t > 0
represents the effect of smoothing f(x), so that u(.,t > O)cC _' (in fact analytic) and u(x,t
O) = f(x).
A general process of smoothing can be accomplished by convolution with appropriate
smoothing kernel Q(x)
(3.4.2) f_(x) = Q,(x) • f(x)
such that
(3.4.3a) Q_(x) * f(x)
is sufficiently smoother than f(x) is, and
(3.4.3b) Q_(z) * f(x)---* f(x).
¢--_ 0
With the heat kernel, the role of e was played by time t > 0. A standard way to construct
such smoothers is the following. We start with a CS-function supported on, say, (-1,1), such
that it has a unit mass
/:(3.4.4_) O(_)d_= 1
1
and zero first r moments
?(3.4.4b) xJ¢(x)dx=O, j=l,2,...,r.
1
The. Qo( ): ()7Q _ and consider
(3.4.5) L(x) = Q,(x) * f(x), e > O.
Now, assume f is (r + 1) - differentiable in the e neighborhood of x; then, since Q,(x) is
supported on (-e, e) and satisfies (3.3.4a) as well, we have by Taylor expansion
f(x) - Q_(x) • f(x) = ful<_ Q_(u)[f(x) - f(x - u)]d u =
(3.4.6)
= flul<Q,(y) I___(_y)j (_y)r+l
- j=l --ft.f(J)(x)+ --_-__ fr+l(_) dy.
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The first r momentsof Q,(y) vanish and we are left with
If(x) - Q,(x) • f(x)l <_ Const. Maxly_xl<_lf(r+l)(y) • e r+l
i.e., f,(x) converges to f(x) with order r + 1 as c ---* 0. Morevoer, f,(x) is as smooth as ¢(x)
is, since
(3.4.8)
has many bounded derivatives as Q has, i.e., starting with differentiable function f of order
r + 1 in the neighborhood of x, we end up with regularized function f,(x) in C', s > r.
Example: For Coo regularization - choose a unit mass Coo kernel, see Figure 6,
(3.4.9a)
1
Qoe-1-':_., Ixl < 1
=
0, >-- 1
with Q0 such that jf¢( )dx = 1.
Then A(x) = Qc(x) * f(x) is a C °O regularization of f(x) with first order convergence rate
Q(=)
C
Figure 6:
(3.4.9b) If(z) - f_(x)l <_ Const.Max[u__[<_lf'(y)l . e --+ O.
To increase the order of convergence, we require more vanishing moments which yield more
oscillatory kernels as in Figure 7.
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Q(_)
-1 _ I V +-1I
Figure 7:
We note that this smoothing process is purely local - it involves e-neighboring values of
C r+i function f, in order to yield a C'-regularized function fc(x) with .f,(x)----*f(x). The
convergence rate here is r + 1.
We can also achieve local regularization with spectral convergence. To this end set
(3.4.10a) Q_v(x) = p(x)DN(X)
where p(x) is a C_-function supported on (-¢, e) such that, see Figure 8,
(3.4.106) p(0)= 1.
vvV V
--C
IVVv
c
Figure 8:
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Consider now:
(3.4.11) IN(_) = QN* f(x).
Then f_v(x) is C °o because Q_v is; and the convergence rate is spectral, since by (1.1.25)
f(x) - QN * f(x) = f(::) - ,,yfI<D_(y)P(Y)f(x - y)dy
(3.4.12a)
=/(_) - p(v)f(_ - v)l_=o+ residual
where
1
(3.4.12b) [residual[ _< Const.[[p(y)f(x- y)[[H,(_,,,)_-T: i- for any s > 0.
Thus, the convergence rate is as fast as the local smoothness of f permits; of course with
p = 1 we obtain the Coo-regularization due to the spectral projection. The role of p was to
localize this process of spectral smoothing.
We can as easily implement such smoothing in the Fourier space: For example, with the
heat kernel we have
(3.4.13) _(k,_)= e-°':'}(k)
so that _(k,_) for any t > 0 decay faster than exponential and hence u(x,t > 0) belong
to H' for any s (and by Sobolev imbeddings, therefore, is in C °O and in fact analytic). In
general we apply,
(3.4.14)
OO
f_(_)= _ Qo(k)f(k)_'k_
k=-oo
such that for f,(x) to be in H s we require
(3.4.15a) _ (1 + [kl2)'[Q,(k)12(f(k)l 2 < Const.
k------- {2t
and r + 1 order of convergence follows with
(3.4.15b) [St(k)- 11 < Const.(ek) _+_.
Indeed, (3.4.15b) implies
(3.4.16)
oo
< Const. Maxlf(*+l)[ • C +1.
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Note: Sinceq_,(k) I 0 we can deal with any unbounded f by splitting Etki<tk01 + Elkl>lk01" To
obtain spectral accuracy we may use
-- I, Ik I < N
2
(3.4.17a) QN(k) = N < ik [ <
,-_ smoothly decay to zero T - -
Clearly QN * f(x) is C °O and as in Section 1
1
(3.4.17b) If(x)-QN* /(x)l < _ I](k)e'kX[ < Const.llfllH," go_ 1.
Ikl>N,
We emphasize that this kind of smoothing in the Fourier space neecl not be local; rather
Q_(x) or CN(X) are negligibly small away from a small interval centered around the origin
a (This is due to the uncertainty principle.)depending on c or _.
The smoothed version of the pseudospectral approximation of (3.2.16) reads
(3.4.18) 0UNa---i-=¢g(a(z,t) (Q,vw))
i.e., in each step we smooth the solution either in the real space (convolution) or in the Fourier
space (cutting high modes), s We claim that this smoothed version is stable hence convergent
under very mild assumptions on the smoothing kernel QN(x). Specifically, (3.4.18) amounts
in the Fourier space, compare (3.2.3)
(3.4.19) --09 = }iNAQjvg.
cot
The real part of the matrix in question is given by
(3.4.20a) [ReAghQy]k_ = i(_k- )_j) _ h[k- j + p(2N + 1)],
P
where AQN = diagk(iAk)
(3.4.20b) i)_k = ikQN(k)
-N<k,j<N
is interpreted as the smoothed differentiation operator. Now, looking at (3.4.20a) we note:
1. For p = 0 we are back at the spectral analysis, compare (3.1.12), (3.1.13) and the real
part of the matrix in (3.4.20a) - the aliasing free one - is bounded.
2. We are left with [p[ = 1: in the unsmoothed version, these terms were unbounded
since ]Ak - Aj I T oo as k J. -N or j T N. With the smoothed version, these terms are
bounded (and stability follows), provided we have
5Either one can be carried out efficiently by the FFT.
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(3.4.21) I_, = ikQ_(k)l--, 0.IkITN
For example, consider the smoothing kernel QN(X) where
(3.4.22a) ON(k)= sinkh h- 2_
kh ' 2N + 1
This yields the smoothed differentiation symbols
kh
(3.4.22b) Ak = i sin
which corresponds to the second order center differencing in (1.2.36); stability is immediate
by (3.4.21)for
sin 2,_k
2N+lI_k- _.k I--'O .
2N+x IkITN
Yet, this kind of smoothing reduces the overall spectral accuracy to a second one; a fourth
order smoothing will be
1
or
(a.4.23b) A_= 6i sinkh Q_(k) a_
h 4+2coskh' = i-£"
In general, the accuracy is determined by the low modes while stability has to do with
high ones. To entertain spectral accuracy we may consider smoothing kernels other than
trigonometric polynomials (= finite difference), but rather, compare (3.4.17)
-- 1, Ikl< T
(3.4.24) (_N(k) : N
,-, smoothly decay to zero _- < Ikl _< N.
An increasing portion of the spectrum is differentiated exactly which yields spectral accuracy;
the highest modes are not amplified because of the smoothing effect in this part of the
spectrum.
We close this section noting that if some dissipation is present in the differential model
to begin with, e.g., with the parabolic equation
(3.4.25) OU _ot OxO (a(m't) O-_z) ' a(x,t) > a > O,_
then stability follows with no extra smoothing. The parabolic dissipation compensates for
the loss of "one derivative" if first order terms are present. To see this we proceed as follows:
multiply
OvN, o _(_,.,_)--_ _" t)(3.4.26) --_--t.x,,, t)=
6O
by vg(x_,t) and sum to obtain
(3.4.27) 1 d 2__£ Ov2v2,1tE_(_,,,t)=Ev_(_,,,t)(_(_,,,_)--O-7-(_,,,t)).
i., lU,
Suppressing excessiveindices, VN(Xv, t) =--v_,(t), we have for the t{HS of (3.4.27)
0
a_(t)-bV _ - _ a_(t)(3.4.2s) _v_ = E _ t 0_j t 0xj
Now, the first sum on the right gives us the usual loss of one derivative and the second
are compensates with gain of such quantity. Petrowski type stability (gain of derivatives)
follows. We shall only sketch the details here. Starting with the first term on the right of
(3.4.28) we have
(3.4.29) 1 0 [ Ov,,'_ 1 O._O_[. 1
_ E -_x ta_'v"-_-x) = 2 f 0x " "] + 2" [aliasing errors]
while for the second term
(3.4.30)
- _<,.(t) t, ox) -<
and this last term dominates the RHS of (3.4.29).
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APPENDIX
A.1. Fourier Collocation with Even Number of Gridpoints
We assume w(x) is known at
(A.I.1) w,.=w(x_) x_=r÷vh v=O, 1,...,2N
2_ _ _ and 0 < r < h. We use the trapezoidal nodeswithh- 2"W- N
1 2. 1 2N-1
= =
to obtain the pseudospectral approximation
N
(A.1.3) CNW= _ "(o(k)e ik=.
k=-N
Note: We now have only 2N pieces of discrete data at the different 2N grid points
Xo, xl,''',X2N-1 and they correspond to 2N waves, as we have a "silent" last mode, i.e.,
with r = O, k = N, Irn[e_kZ],=x v = i sin g_ = 0. This is a projection, since in view of (A.1.3)
CNw is the interpolant of w(x) at x = x_:
¢._(_)lx--_. = _-_ _ _(_) e-'_v e'_
k: -N _r=0
(A.1.4)
2.-_ 1 N
= _ _o(_)._-fi _ "e'_("U)h= _(_.1.
v=--O k=- N
The aliasing relation in this case reads - compare (1.2.7)
(A.1.5) _(k) = _ e'p2N'Co(k + 2pY)
p ,-,
and spectral convergence follow - compare with (1.2.16)
1
(A.1.6) IlANw(x)llg, < Consto. IlT, w(x)llg,, s > _.
In the usual sin-cos formulation it takes the form
(A.1.7)
=-- y_ w(x_,) sinkx_, ' 0_<k_<N.CNW = _ "5k cos kx + bk sin kx, bk N v=o
k=0
- - - N-1
Noting that b, = 0 we have 2N free parameters a0, {ak, bk}k=l and 5N to match our data
f _2.-I
at tx,,]'_,=o •
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